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VENUS — 3 years of operations and continuous data
KEEPING CURRENT

VENUS Cruise update
On February 18, 2009, the VENUS team returned from our regular semiannual maintenance cruise. During these cruises, the VENUS team services
existing instruments, performs necessary hardware upgrades, and deploys
new laboratories/platforms expanding the VENUS subsea network to deliver more data to the ocean research community.
This past cruise was #12, augmenting the total number of dives to 136 by
ROPOS ROV on VENUS. Each cruise has its operations objectives in
support of research. The focus of this cruise was:
i) to finalize deployments of the Strait of Georgia hydrophone
arrays build by Svein Vagle’s group at DFO/IOS; LIVE streaming
audio from Strait of Georgia is now available at http://
venus.uvic.ca/DataProducts/latest/IOS3HYDARR01_1-audioH2.mp3
ii) to install a Seismic Liquefaction In-Situ Penetrometer (SLIP) in
a test deployment at 140m in support of slope failure work by Gwyn
Lintern at NRCan; the complex design (by Weir-Jones Inc), deployment and hook-up was highly successful but we are not receiving
data due to a component failure, at the connection to VENUS.
iii) to recover Delta Dynamics Lab cable (see page 4 for details).
iv) to carry out regular maintenance of VENUS instruments in
both Saanich Inlet and Strait of Georgia. We recovered NEPTUNE
Canada’s trial Instrument Platform that was successfully tested on
VENUS in Saanich Inlet.

VENUS Project Director — Verena Tunnicliffe
holds a squat lobster, Munida Quadrispina, collected from one of the subsea platforms retrieved during the February 2009 maintenance
cruise. Squat lobsters are typically found in
Saanich Inlet and Strait of Georgia. One individual lobster, photographed by VENUS and
dubbed “Smiley”, has become an unofficial mascot of the VENUS team.

A week of intense work on board CCGS John P. Tully resulted in
successful maintenance and re-deployment of most of the subsea
infrastructure of VENUS with 24 instruments streaming live data into
the archive. After 3 years of good service, we were not able to reconnect the VENUS Saanich camera but decided to pull it for a major
overhaul. It will submerge again in September. For more details on
current status of instruments deployed please visit the instrument
page—http://venus.uvic.ca/facility/instruments.php.

Check out our new hydrophone audio and data page
http://www.venus.uvic.ca/data/data_prod_gallery/SoG/last_hour/East_hydrophone.php
www.venus.uvic.ca
venus@uvic.ca

The State of VENUS:
Recent Meetings and Regional
Initiatives
Richard Dewey, Associate Director, Research

I attended several meetings recently, sandwiching our
early February cruise, and will share some of the highlights
and insights as to where VENUS is fitting in. In late January,
I attended the 2009 ALSO Aquatic Sciences Conference in
Nice, France, where I presented a paper on the role of coastal
upwelling in feeding high salinity, nutrient rich water into the
inland basins of Saanich Inlet and the Strait of Georgia, as
revealed by the high-resolution VENUS time series. While in
southern France, I visited the ANTARES research team in
Marseille. This group of nuclear physicists and astronomers
runs a sophisticated multi-mooring deep (2400m) ocean observatory, designed specifically to detect neutrinos passing
through the Earth. By reconstructing the particle trajectories,

they map out energetic celestial sources (i.e. quasars); this
truly is an ocean observatory. They are planning to deploy
and connect oceanographic systems in the near future, and we
expect to develop a collaboration continuing exchange of
ideas, experiences, and solutions. See ANTARES online at
http://antares.in2p3.fr/
Days before our regular winter maintenance cruise, I
popped down to Seattle to attend my second Puget Sound –
Georgia Basin Symposium. This local gathering of over 1000
regional participants, highlighted a diverse interest in our local
marine environment and the desire to sustain it in a healthy
manner. A call to action included an assessment of what constitutes a healthy PSGB system, the present state of the system, what needs to happen, and where we need to start? I was
encouraged by the broad desire to act towards some simple
common goals, and VENUS’ potential role of providing immediate and long-term monitoring indicators of the marine
ecosystem health.
(Continued on page 3)

Figure 1. Shown below is the full 3 year CTD record from Saanich Inlet, Temperature in red, Salinity in green, sigma_t in blue,
and dissolved Oxygen in magenta. Since installation in late February 2006, we have captured 3 full seasonal cycles, with warming/
salination in the summer/fall and cooling/freshening in the winter/spring. Salinity dominates the density variations. Oxygen also
cycles, as deep water renewal displaces low oxygen water up past our site at 100m. 2008 was a cold year, while 2006 was slightly
warmer than average.
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The Launch of a New Oceans Network!
Verena Tunnicliffe, VENUS Project Director

The Canadian Healthy Oceans Network – CHONe –
was born in January this year and jointly announced by Memorial University of Newfoundland, NSERC and Fisheries and
Oceans Canada. CHONe (“coney”) is a network of researchers across Canada that is examining biodiversity in benthic systems in Canada’s three oceans. The objective is to formulate
techniques, models, information and guiding principles to aid in
marine conservation. The network, headed by Prof Paul Snelgrove (CRC) at Memorial, is funded for five years; most of the
funding is directed to support students and their research, in
recognition of how crucial it will be to have trained scientists
dealing with the ocean of the future.
An important feature of the network is the partnership
with Fisheries and Oceans Canada. DFO researchers have a
large presence: from the basic research through to the guiding
committees. Research has three broad research foci: Marine
Biodiversity, Ecosystem Function and Population Connectivity.
The Network strives to reduce the large “land barrier” among
researchers by linking researchers and students across the country and designing complementary studies on all three coasts.
On the west coast, several studies have commenced immediately. One, that includes researchers from Memorial, University of Alberta and University Victoria and led by Jim
Boutillier of Pacific Biological Station, used CCGS Tully and
ROV ROPOS to examine the corals and sponges of Learmonth Bank in Dixon Entrance. Subsequent work includes
aging the corals, examining sponge distributions and mapping
benthic biodiversity onto bottom roughness. One application
will determine the effects of bottom trawling as it reduces

Ashley Robar of MUN examines an oxygen profile in a core
just collected by ROPOS in Saanich Inlet.

habitat complexity.
Another study was executed in Saanich Inlet this February by researchers from Memorial, Dalhousie and University of
Victoria at the VENUS study site. This work exploits the realtime capabilities of VENUS to examining benthic community

dynamics and natural system variability. Animal responses to
low oxygen stress and the subsequent effects on ecosystem
services will serve as a model for growing “dead zones”.
See more information at http://www.marinebiodiversity.ca/
CHONe/news/newsletters

The Pacific coral, Primnoa, is abundant on Learmonth Bank.

(Continued from page 2)

Immediately after our cruise, I joined a DFO sponsored workshop at IOS, the tenth annual assessment of the “State of the
Ocean: 2008”. This was by far the most valuable meeting I have
been to with regard to appreciating “our” role in a community
dedicated to understanding what’s happening in the North East
Pacific. Across the board, people were reporting that 2008 was a
cool year, from Oregon to Alaska, through SoG and into the interior. This is clearly visible in our 3 years of data from Saanich
Inlet (Figure 1), that supports the trend of 2007 being quite typical, 2006 quite warm, and 2008 coming in as a relatively cool year.
While harbour seal populations appear to be relatively healthy,
coho and chinook salmon are at record low levels.
Finally, in early March I was invited to participate in another DFO workshop, this time in Nanaimo at the PBS, where a
select group of researchers presented their latest assessments associated with a multi-year Strait of Georgia Ecosystem Research
Initiative. In broad agreement with the results presented at the
above meetings, the consensus is that while some components of
the ecosystem appear stable, others are near collapse. The goal is
to build a set of indicators, models, and management tools that
will allow regular and meaningful assessment of the health of the
Strait of Georgia, with science based indicators driving what actions should be taken. Here again, it was clear that VENUS is
becoming and will continue to grow as a corner stone for the assessment of our local waters, by providing readily available information related to marine ecosystem health: from deep water renewal, to zooplankton and herring abundance, and monitoring
the resilience of local Orca whale populations.
www.venus.uvic.ca
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Recovery of the Delta Extension Cable
Richard Dewey, Associate Director, Research

In September 2008 we recovered the buried Delta Dynamics
Laboratory from its 40m location at the end of a 6 km fibre/

Centre for Commercialization &
Research Established
The federal government announced on March 16, 2009 the
establishment of the Ocean Networks Canada Centre for
Enterprise and Engagement (ONCEE), a new Centre of
Excellence for Commercialization and Research. ONCEE,
based at the University of Victoria, will receive $6.5 million
over five years to maximize the economic and societal benefits of the VENUS and NEPTUNE Canada ocean observatories.

electrical extension cable. It had successfully collected data
for 6 months (see Winter 2008/09 Newsletter). Early in
2009, we checked the status of the cable to find that it was
no longer electronically intact. During our February 2009
maintenance cruise on the CCGS John P. Tully, ROPOS
recovered the connector end from the East Node, and the
cabled was spooled onto a large drum on the aft deck (photo
on the left). Carefully crabbing along the cable route, we
were able to recover 5.35km (90%) of the cable, before it
became taut at approximately the 70m isobath on the Delta
Slope. This location coincides with a known slump channel,
and it is likely the cable was buried under metres of new
sediment. We are presently refurbishing the cable to redeploy it in September 2009 to the base of the slope, out of
harms way. Here a permanent platform equipped with an
acoustic modem will service the Seismic Liquefaction In-Situ
Penetrometers, the Delta Dynamics Laboratory, and potentially other non-cabled platforms near the mouth of the
Fraser River.

(USA, FL), Weir-Jones Inc. (Canada, BC).
VENUS is looking forward to continue ocean systems
development with our industrial partners and welcomes new
collaborations.

The newly established Centre for Enterprise and Engagement
will focus on creating new and strengthening existing links
between research and industry in four main areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sensors and Instruments
Ocean system technologies
Ocean Information Technology
Public outreach and education

“The Government of Canada is investing in science and technology to create jobs, strengthen the economy and improve
quality of life of Canadians,” said Andrew Saxton, MP for
North Vancouver at the announcement.
VENUS is an example of how partnership between Canadian
industry and a dedicated group of researchers can expand the
boundaries and create ocean research facility that is built on
innovative ideas implemented in the leading edge engineering
solutions. Industrial partners of VENUS that have been instrumental in development and deployment of VENUS subsea network include OceanWorks International Inc. (Canada,
BC), ASL Environmental Sciences (Canada, BC), ODI Inc.

From left, Dr. Raymond Protti, chair, University of Victoria
Board of Governors; Dr. David Turpin, president, University of
Victoria; Hon. Andrew Saxton, M.P. North Vancouver;
Dr. Chad Gaffield, president, Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council; Dr. Martin Taylor, president and CEO,
Ocean Networks Canada; David Fissel, president, ASL Environmental Sciences.
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